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Benchmark surveillance tests for detecting disease progression (eg, biopsies,
endoscopies) in early-stage chronic noncommunicable diseases (eg, cancer, lung
diseases) are usually burdensome. For detecting progression timely, patients
undergo invasive tests planned in a fixed one-size-fits-all manner (eg, annually).
We aim to present personalized test schedules based on the risk of disease
progression, that optimize the burden (the number of tests) and the benefit
(shorter time delay in detecting progression is better) better than fixed sched-
ules, and enable shared decision making. Our motivation comes from the
problem of scheduling biopsies in prostate cancer surveillance. Using joint
models for time-to-event and longitudinal data, we consolidate patients’ longi-
tudinal data (eg, biomarkers) and results of previous tests, into individualized
future cumulative-risk of progression. We then create personalized schedules
by planning tests on future visits where the predicted cumulative-risk is above
a threshold (eg, 5% risk). We update personalized schedules with data gathered
over follow-up. To find the optimal risk threshold, we minimize a utility function
of the expected number of tests (burden) and expected time delay in detecting
progression (shorter is beneficial) for different thresholds. We estimate these two
in a patient-specific manner for following any schedule, by utilizing a patient’s
predicted risk profile. Patients/doctors can employ these quantities to compare
personalized and fixed schedules objectively and make a shared decision of a
test schedule.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Chronic noncommunicable diseases (eg, cancer, lung, cardiovascular diseases) cause 60% to 70% of human deaths world-
wide.1 Often patients diagnosed with an early-stage disease undergo surveillance tests to detect disease progression timely.
A progression is a nonterminal event, and usually a trigger for treatment and/or removal from surveillance. Bench-
mark tests used for confirming progression are usually invasive, for example, biopsies in prostate cancer surveillance,2
endoscopies in Barrett’s esophagus,3 colonoscopies in colorectal cancer,4 and bronchoscopies in post lung transplant5

surveillance. These invasive tests are repeated until progression is observed, typically as per a one-size-fits-all fixed sched-
ule, for example, biannually.2,4,5 A time gap between tests causes a time delay in detecting progression (Figure 1). A
shorter delay in detecting progression (benefit) can provide a larger window of opportunity for curative treatment. How-
ever, with fixed schedules, this means conducting tests frequently. Frequent tests are burdensome as they may cause pain
and/or severe medical complications.4,6 Consequently, patients may not always comply with frequent tests.2,7 In general,
because fixed schedules do not differentiate between fast and slow/nonprogressing patients, they impose disproportionate
burden/benefits across the patient population.

The goal of this work is two-fold. First, to create personalized invasive test schedules that better optimize the bur-
den (number of invasive tests) and benefit (shorter delay in detecting progression) of invasive tests than fixed schedules
(Figure 1). To this end, we intend to use the patients’ clinical data accumulated over the surveillance follow-up. This

(A)

(B)

F I G U R E 1 Goal: Finding the optimal tradeoff between the number of invasive tests (burden) and time delay in detecting progression
(shorter is beneficial). A progression is a nonterminal event in the surveillance of early-stage chronic noncommunicable diseases. The true
time of progression for the patient illustrated in this figure is July 2004. Since invasive tests are conducted repeatedly, progression is
interval-censored and always observed with a delay. Frequent periodical invasive tests in (A) lead to a shorter time delay in detecting
progression than infrequent periodical invasive tests in (B). The interval-censored time of progression is Jan 2004 to Jan 2005 in (A) and
between Jan 2004 and Jan 2006 in (B)
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data includes baseline characteristics, previous test results, and longitudinal outcomes (eg, biomarkers, medical imaging,
physical examination). Second, we develop a methodology to estimate the burden (number of invasive tests) and benefit
(shorter time delay in detecting progression) of invasive test schedules. We intend to use these criteria for comparing test
schedules objectively and subsequently enable shared decision making while choosing a test schedule.

The idea of personalizing the invasive test schedules is not new. In fact, currently, some surveillance protocols per-
sonalize test schedules using heuristic methods such as decision flowcharts.2,3 However, flowcharts discretize continuous
outcomes, often exploit only the last measurement, ignore the measurement error in observed data, and plan only one
test at a time. Alternatively, a complete personalized schedule of tests can be obtained using partially observable Markov
decision processes or POMDPs.8,9 Although, POMDPs typically discretize continuous longitudinal outcomes to avoid the
curse of dimensionality. Besides, in scenarios such as ours, where decisions (test/no test) and disease state (low-grade dis-
ease/progressed) are both binary, POMDPs may not be necessary either. The reason is that such POMDPs give the same
optimal schedule, which can be alternatively obtained by just planning a test when the probability of transition from
nonprogressed to progressed state is more than a certain threshold10(equation 1).

Personalized schedules have also been obtained by optimizing an explicit utility function of the burden and/or benefit
of a schedule. A challenge in this approach is quantifying burden and benefit. In our previous work,11 we quantified the
burden and benefit as the time difference by which a future test undershoots (unnecessary test) or overshoots (delayed
detection) the true progression time of a patient, respectively. These choices limited us to plan only one future test at a
time. Others12 proposed obtaining a complete test schedule by quantifying the burden of a test schedule as the expected
number of tests and benefit as expected time delay in detecting progression. To obviate the issue that the number of tests
and delay have different scales and units, they proposed scheduling tests when the risk of progression is above a threshold.
Schedules based on risk threshold have also been proposed previously.10,13 The clinical interpretation of risk and the
choice of risk threshold is not straightforward. In our previous work on risk-based test schedules14 we, and others,15

motivated the choice of risk threshold to be based on measures of diagnostic accuracy (eg, false positive rate, true positive
rate). However, measures of diagnostic accuracy are not personalized criteria for choosing risk thresholds. Besides, a
single risk-based test decision does not inform patients about future clinical consequences of continuing on surveillance.

In this article, we make two significant improvements over our own two previous works on the same topic.11,14 First,
instead of planning one test at a time, we derive full risk-based personalized test schedules. Thus, at any follow-up visit,
patients know the time of all future tests planned for them. The personalized schedules also dynamically update with
new clinical data over follow-up. Second, along with each schedule, we provide patients the clinical consequences of
following it. Namely, the expected number of tests required out of all planned tests to detect progression and the expected
time delay in detecting progression. There are three advantages of using these two criteria for schedule selection instead
of measures of diagnostic accuracy previously proposed by us14 and others.15 First, by using our proposed criteria we can
evaluate the performance of a complete schedule and not just a single test decision. Second, the proposed criteria are
easily-quantifiable surrogates for important clinical aspects such as the window of opportunity for curative treatment, risk
of adverse outcomes due to delayed detection of progression, financial costs of tests, risk of side-effects, and reduction in
quality of life, etc. Third, we calculate the expected number of tests and delay in a personalized manner, an improvement
over previous work by others.12 Hence, for any schedule, fixed or personalized, patients can objectively compare the
clinical consequences of opting for them. This can enable shared decision making of invasive test schedules.

The basic idea behind our new approach is as follows. We first develop a full specification of the joint distribution of the
patient-specific longitudinal outcomes and the time of progression. To this end, we utilize joint models for time-to-event
and longitudinal data16,17 because they are inherently personalized. Specifically, joint models utilize patient-specific ran-
dom effects18 to model longitudinal outcomes without discretizing them. Subsequently, we input clinical data of a new
patient into the fitted model to obtain their predicted patient-specific cumulative-risk of progression at future visits. We
then create personalized schedules by planning tests on future visits where this predicted cumulative-risk is above a par-
ticular threshold (eg, 5% risk). We automate the choice of this threshold and the resulting schedule by optimizing a utility
function of the expected number of tests and time delay in detecting progression for personalized schedules. To estimate
these two quantities in a patient-specific manner we use patient’s predicted risk profiles. Hence, patients/doctors can
compare the consequences of opting for personalized vs fixed schedules objectively.

Our motivation comes from the task of scheduling biopsies in the world’s largest prostate cancer surveillance study,
called Prostate Cancer Research International Active Surveillance,2 or PRIAS. It has 7813 low/very-low grade cancer
patients (1134 progressions, 104 904 longitudinal measurements), many of whom are potentially over-diagnosed due to
prostate-specific antigen (PSA) based screening.19 To reduce subsequent over-treatment, in surveillance, serious treat-
ments (eg, surgery, radiotherapy) are delayed until progression is observed. Surveillance involves regular monitoring of a
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patient’s PSA (ng/mL), digital rectal examination or DRE (tumor shape/size), and biopsy Gleason grade group.20 Among
these, a biopsy Gleason grade group ≥ 2 is the reference test for confirming progression. Most often, biopsies are sched-
uled annually.21 However, such a frequent schedule can put an unnecessary burden on patients with slow/nonprogressing
cancers and cause noncompliance.2 Since prostate cancer has the second-highest incidence among all cancers in males,22

individualized biopsy schedules can reduce the burden of biopsies in numerous patients worldwide.
The remaining paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the joint modeling framework. The personalized schedul-

ing methodology is described in Section 3, and demonstrated for prostate cancer surveillance patients in Section 4. In
Section 5, we compare personalized and fixed schedules via a realistic simulation study based on a joint model fitted to
the PRIAS dataset.

2 JOINT MODEL FOR TIME-TO-PROGRESSION AND LONGITUDINAL
OUTCOMES

Let T∗
i denote the true time of disease progression for the ith patient. Progression is always interval censored li < T∗

i ≤ ri
(Figure 1). Here, ri and li denote the time of the last and second last invasive tests, respectively, when patients progress.
In nonprogressing patients, li denotes the time of the last test and ri = ∞. Assuming K types of longitudinal outcomes, let
yki denote the nki × 1 longitudinal response vector of the k-th outcome, k ∈ {1, … ,K}. The observed data of all n patients
is given by n = {li, ri, y1i, … yKi; i = 1, … ,n}.

2.1 Longitudinal subprocess

To model multiple longitudinal outcomes in a unified framework, a joint model employs individual generalized linear
mixed submodels.18 Specifically, the conditional distribution of the k-th outcome yki given a vector of patient-specific
random effects bki is assumed to belong to the exponential family, with linear predictor given by,

gk [E{yki(t)|bki}] = mki(t) = x⊤

ki(t)𝜷k + z⊤ki(t)bki,

where gk(⋅) denotes a known one-to-one monotonic link function, yki(t) is the value of the k-th longitudinal outcome
for the i-th patient at time t, and xki(t) and zki(t) are the time-dependent design vectors for the fixed 𝜷k and random
effects bki, respectively. To model the correlation between different longitudinal outcomes, we link their corresponding
random effects. Specifically, we assume that the vector of random effects bi = (b⊤

1i, … ,b⊤

Ki)⊤ follows a multivariate normal
distribution with mean zero and variance-covariance matrix W .

2.2 Survival subprocess

In the survival subprocess, the hazard of progression hi(t) at a time t is assumed to depend on a function of patient and
outcome-specific linear predictors mki(t) and/or the random effects,

hi {t|i(t),wi(t)} = h0(t) exp

[
𝜸⊤wi(t) +

K∑
k=1

fk {ki(t),wi(t),bki,𝜶k}

]
, t > 0,

where h0(⋅) denotes the baseline hazard, ki(t) = {mki(s)|0 ≤ s < t} is the history of the k-th longitudinal process up to t,
and wi(t) is a vector of exogenous, possibly time-varying covariates with regression coefficients 𝜸. Functions fk(⋅), param-
eterized by vector of coefficients 𝜶k, specify the features of each longitudinal outcome that are included in the linear pre-
dictor of the relative-risk model.17,23,24 Some examples, motivated by the literature (subscripts k dropped for brevity), are,

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
f {i(t),wi(t),bi,𝜶} = 𝛼mi(t),

f {i(t),wi(t),bi,𝜶} = 𝛼1mi(t) + 𝛼2m′
i(t), with m′

i(t) =
dmi(t)

dt
.
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These formulations of f (⋅) postulate that the hazard of progression at time t may depend on the underlying level mi(t)
(eg, PSA value in prostate cancer) or on both the level and velocity m′

i(t) (eg, PSA velocity) of the longitudinal outcome
at t. Lastly, the baseline hazard h0(t) is modeled flexibly using P-splines.25 The detailed specification of the baseline
hazard, and the joint parameter estimation of the longitudinal and relative-risk submodels using the Bayesian approach
are presented in Supplementary Material Section A.

3 PERSONALIZED SCHEDULE OF INVASIVE TESTS FOR DETECTING
PROGRESSION

3.1 Cumulative-risk of progression

Using the joint model fitted to the training data n, we aim to derive a personalized schedule of invasive tests for a new
patient j with true progression time T∗

j . To this end, our calculations exploit the cumulative-risk function. Let t < T∗
j be

the time of the last conducted test at which progression was not observed. Let {1j(v), … ,Kj(v)} denote the history of
observed longitudinal data up to the current visit time v. The current visit can be after the last negative test, that is, v ≥ t
(eg, PSA after negative biopsy in prostate cancer). The cumulative-risk of progression for patient j at future time u ≥ t is
then given by,

Rj(u|t, v) = Pr
{

T∗
j ≤ u|T∗

j > t,1j(v), … ,Kj(v),n

}
= ∫ ∫ Pr(T∗

j ≤ u|T∗
j > t,bj,𝜽)p

{
bj|T∗

j > t,1j(v), … ,Kj(v),𝜽
}

p(𝜽|n)dbjd𝜽

= ∫ ∫
{

1 −
Pr(T∗

j > u|bj,𝜽)

Pr(T∗
j > t|bj,𝜽)

}
p
{

bj|T∗
j > t,1j(v), … ,Kj(v),𝜽

}
p(𝜽|n)dbjd𝜽,

= ∫ ∫
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩1 −

exp
[
−∫ u

0 hi {s|i(s),wi(s)} ds
]

exp
[
−∫ t

0 hi {s|i(s),wi(s)} ds
]⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ p

{
bj|T∗

j > t,1j(v), … ,Kj(v),𝜽
}

p(𝜽|n)dbjd𝜽. (1)

The cumulative-risk function Rj(⋅) depends on patient-specific clinical data and the training dataset, via the posterior
distribution of the random effects bj and posterior distribution of the vector of all parameters 𝜽 of the fitted joint model,
respectively. A key property of this cumulative-risk function is that it is time-dynamic (illustrated in Figure 2). That is, it
automatically updates over time as more longitudinal and invasive test result data becomes available. We next exploit this
property to first develop schedules that are also personalized and time-dynamic, and subsequently to estimate the burden
(number of tests required) and benefit (time delay in detecting progression) of the resulting schedules in a time-dynamic
manner.

3.2 Personalized test decision rule

In our previous works,11,14 we used the cumulative-risk function in (1) to optimize loss functions inspired from
Bayesian decision theory for deciding the time of an invasive test for the jth patient. However, this approach
assumed that only one test can be conducted for the patient. Consequently, patients could foresee neither the future
tests that may be required nor the clinical consequences of opting for such future tests. Hence, in this work we
intend to exploit the whole cumulative-risk profile over time Rj(⋅) to develop full risk-based personalized schedule
of invasive tests. In addition, we aim to use this patient-specific cumulative-risk function to estimate the burden
(number of tests required) and benefit (time delay in detecting progression) of each schedule we develop for the
patients.

Typically, the decision to undergo an invasive test is made on the same visit times on which longitudinal data (eg,
biomarkers) are measured. Let U = {u1, … ,uL} represent a schedule of such visits (eg, biannual PSA measurement in
prostate cancer). Here, u1 = v is also the current visit time. The maximum future visit time uL can be chosen based on the
available information in the training dataset n. That is, tests for the new patient j are planned only up to a future visit
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(A)

(B)

(C)

F I G U R E 2 The cumulative-risk function (1) is time-dynamic because it automatically updates over time as more longitudinal and
invasive test result data becomes available. We illustrate this using a single longitudinal outcome, namely, a continuous biomarker of disease
progression (All values are illustrative). (A-C) are ordered by the time of the current visit v (dashed vertical black line) of a new patient. At
each of these visits, we combine the accumulated longitudinal data (shown in blue circles), and time of the last negative invasive test t (solid
vertical green line) to obtain the updated cumulative-risk profile Rj(u|t, v) (dotted red line with 95% credible interval shaded) of the patient.
The benefit of this time-dynamic property is that the resulting schedules in Section 3.2 and their estimated burden and benefit in Section 3.3
are also time-dynamic

time uL at which a sufficient number of events in n are available for making reliable risk predictions (eg, up to the 80%
or 90% percentile of progression times).

We propose to take the decision of conducting a test at a future visit time ul ∈ U if the cumulative-risk of progression
at time ul exceeds a certain risk threshold 𝜅 (Figure 3). In particular, the test decision at time ul is given by,

Q𝜅

j (ul|tl, v) = I
{

Rj(ul|tl, v) ≥ 𝜅
}
, 0 ≤ 𝜅 ≤ 1, (2)

where I(⋅) is the indicator function, Rj(ul|tl, v) is the cumulative-risk of progression at the current decision time ul, and
tl < ul is the time of the last test conducted before ul. Thus, the future time at which a test will be planned, depends
on both the threshold 𝜅 and the cumulative-risk of the patient. Moreover, when a test gets planned at time ul, that is,
Q𝜅

j (ul|tl, v) = 1, then the cumulative-risk profile is updated before making the next test decision at time ul+1 (Figure 3).
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F I G U R E 3 Successive personalized test decisions based on patient-specific cumulative-risk of progression (2). Time of current visit:
v = 2.5 years (dashed vertical black line). Time of the last test on which progression was not observed: t = 1.5 years. Longitudinal data up to
current visit: j(v) is a continuous biomarker (blue circles). Example risk threshold: 𝜅 = 0.12 (12%). Grid of future visits on which future tests
are planned: U = {2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5} years. The cumulative-risk profiles Rj(ul|tl, v) employed in (2) are shown with dotted red lines (95%
credible intervals shaded), and are updated each time a test is planned (solid vertical green lines). Future test decisions Qj(ul|tl, v) defined
in (2) are: Q𝜅

j (u1 = 2.5|t1 = 1.5, v) = 0, Q𝜅

j (u2 = 3.5|t2 = 1.5, v) = 1, Q𝜅

j (u3 = 4.5|t3 = 3.5, v) = 0, Q𝜅

j (u4 = 5.5|t4 = 3.5, v) = 1, and
Q𝜅

j (u5 = 6.5|t5 = 5.5, v) = 0. All values are illustrative

Specifically, the cumulative-risk at time ul+1 is updated by setting the corresponding time of the last test tl+1 = ul. This
accounts for the possibility that progression may occur after time ul < T∗

j . Hence, the time of last test tl is defined as,

tl =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

t, if l = 1,
ul−1, if l ≥ 2 and Q𝜅

j (ul−1|tl−1, v) = 1,

tl−1, if l ≥ 2 and Q𝜅

j (ul−1|tl−1, v) = 0.

We further illustrate the test scheduling process using Figure 3. In the figure, at the current visit (a real physical visit of a
patient) denoted by l = 1 the corresponding time of last test t1 is set to t1 = t = 1.5. Here, t is the time of the last known
test, likely extracted from the medical records of the patient. At the current visit l = 1 the cumulative-risk is lower than
the set threshold of 12%. Thus, a decision of not conducting a test is taken at current time u1, denoted by Q𝜅

j (u1|t1, v) = 0.
It is important to note at this point all visits with l > 1 are future visits that have not yet occurred. At the next visit l = 2
(the first future visit), the corresponding time of last test t2 is still set to t2 = t = 1.5 because t is still the time of the last
test. However, at this visit l = 2 the cumulative-risk is more than the set threshold and it is decided to plan a test at this
visit, denoted by Q𝜅

j (u2|t2, v) = 1. Consequently, at the third visit l = 3 (the second future visit), the time of the last test t3
switches from t to t3 = t2. The time t2 remains as the time of last test until at any future visit a new test is planned again.
The process is continued until the last planned visit l = L. We should note that in all future test decisions (visits with l > 1),
we use only the observed longitudinal data up to the current (real visit) visit time u1 = v, that is, {1j(v), … ,YKj(v)}.

3.3 Expected number of tests and expected time delay in detecting progression

To facilitate shared-decision making of invasive tests, we translate our proposed decision rule, that is, the choice of a
specific risk threshold 𝜅, into two clinically relevant quantities. First, the number of tests (burden) we expect to perform
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for patient j, and second, if the patient progresses, the time delay (shorter is beneficial) expected in detecting progression.
To calculate these two quantities, we first suppose that patient j does not progress between his last negative test at time
t and the maximum future visit time uL. Under this assumption, the subset of future visit times in U on which a test is
planned using (2) results into a personalized schedule of future tests (Figure 3), given by,

{s1, … , sNj} =
{

ul ∈ U ∶ Q𝜅

j (ul|tl, v) = 1
}
, Nj ≤ L. (3)

If patient j never progressed in the period [t,uL], as we initially supposed, all Nj tests in {s1, … , sNj} will be conducted.
However, fewer tests will be performed if the patient did progress at some point T∗

j < uL. We formally define the discrete
random variable j denoting the number of performed tests in conjunction with the true progression time T∗

j as,

j(S𝜅

j ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

1, if t < T∗
j ≤ s1,

2, if s1 < T∗
j ≤ s2,

⋮

Nj, if sNj−1 < T∗
j ≤ sNj ,

where S𝜅

j = {s1, … , sNj} is the schedule of planned future tests. To understand j(S𝜅

j ), consider Figure 3 wherein the
schedule contains two planned future tests at future visit times u2 = 3.5 and u4 = 5.5 years. Suppose that when the patient
undergoes a real test at u2 = 3.5 years, progression is detected and the patient is removed from surveillance. Then, the
total tests performed will be j(S𝜅

j ) = 1. On the other hand, if progression is detected on a real test at u4 then the total
tests performed will be j(S𝜅

j ) = 2. In a real world situation it is not known when a patient will progress and how many
of the planned tests will be really conducted. However, we can obtain a personalized estimate of the number of future
tests that will get conducted, denoted by the expected value E

{j(S𝜅

j )
}

, and defined as,

E
{j(S𝜅

j )
}
=

Nj∑
n=1

n × Pr(sn−1 < T∗
j ≤ sn|T∗

j ≤ sNj), s0 = t, (4)

where

Pr(sn−1 < T∗
j ≤ sn|T∗

j ≤ sNj) =
Rj(sn|t, v) − Rj(sn−1|t, v)

Rj(sNj |t, v)
.

Similarly, we can define the expected time delay in detecting progression, under the assumption that progression occurs
before uL. Specifically, the random variable time delay is equal to the difference between the time of the test at which
progression is observed and the true time of progression T∗

j , and is given by,

j(S𝜅

j ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

s1 − T∗
j , if t < T∗

j ≤ s1,

s2 − T∗
j , if s1 < T∗

j ≤ s2,

⋮

sNj − T∗
j , if sNj−1 < T∗

j ≤ sNj ,

The expected time delay in detecting progression is the expected value of j(S𝜅

j ), given by the expression,

E
{j(S𝜅

j )
}
=

Nj∑
n=1

{
sn − E(T∗

j |sn−1, sn, v)
}
× Pr(sn−1 < T∗

j ≤ sn|T∗
j ≤ sN), (5)

where E(T∗
j |sn−1, sn, v) denotes the conditional expected time of progression for the scenario sn−1 < T∗

j ≤ sn and is
calculated as the area under the corresponding survival curve,

E(T∗
j |sn−1, sn, v) = sn−1 + ∫

sn

sn−1

Pr
{

T∗
j ≥ u|sn−1 < T∗

j ≤ sn,1j(v), … ,Kj(v),n

}
du.
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The delay calculation shown in (5) can be modified to also handle scenarios wherein a patient has progressed in a certain
interval sn−1 < T∗

j ≤ sn, and the aim is to know if the actual delay is large. The estimated delay in this specific situation is
given by:

E
{j(Sj)|sn−1 < T∗

j ≤ sn

}
=
{

sn − E(T∗
j |sn−1, sn, v)

}
× Pr(sn−1 < T∗

j ≤ sn|T∗
j ≤ sN).

Here, Pr(sn−1 < T∗
j ≤ sn|T∗

j ≤ sN) = 1 because we know that sn−1 < T∗
j ≤ sn. Thus,

E
{j(Sj)|sn−1 < T∗

j ≤ sn

}
= sn − E(T∗

j |sn−1, sn, v), (6)

The personalized schedule in (3), and the corresponding personalized expected number of tests and the expected time
delay, all have the advantage of getting updated with newly collected data over follow-up. Also, the expected number of
tests and time delay can be calculated for any schedule, fixed or personalized. Hence, patients/doctors can use them to
compare different schedules. Although, a fair comparison of time delays between different schedules for the same patient,
requires a compulsory test at a common horizon time point in all schedules.

3.4 How to select the risk threshold 𝜿

The risk threshold 𝜅 controls the timing and the total number of invasive tests in the personalized schedule S𝜅

j . Through
the timing and the total number of planned tests, 𝜅 also indirectly affects the potential time delay (Figure 1) in detecting
progression if a particular schedule is followed. Hence, 𝜅 should be chosen while balancing both the number of invasive
tests (burden) and the time delay in detecting progression (shorter is beneficial).

To facilitate the choice of 𝜅 in practice, following our developments in the previous section, we translate the different
choices for threshold 𝜅 into the expected number of tests and time delay. In particular, for a patient j having data available
up to his current visit time v, we can construct a bi-dimensional Euclidean space of his expected total number of tests and
expected time delay in detecting progression, for different personalized test schedules obtained by varying the threshold
𝜅 ∈ [0, 1]. To illustrate this Euclidean space, we use the example patient shown in Figure 3. For this patient, using (2)
we obtained 200 schedules corresponding to 200 risk thresholds between 0% and 100% separated by every 0.5%. For each
such schedule, we obtained the personalized expected number of tests and personalized expected delay using (4) and (5),
respectively, and plotted them in two dimensions in Figure 4.

The ideal schedule (blue rectangle in Figure 4) for j-th patient is the one in which only one test is conducted, at exactly
the true time of progression T∗

j . In other words, the time delay will be zero. If we weigh the expected number of tests and
time delay as equally important, then we can select as the optimal threshold at current visit time v, the threshold 𝜅∗(v)
which minimizes the Euclidean distance (dashed gray lines connecting the black circles and blue rectangles in Figure 4)
between the ideal schedule, that is, point (1, 0) and the set of points representing the different personalized schedules S𝜅

j
corresponding to various 𝜅 ∈ [0, 1], that is,

𝜅∗(v) = arg min
0≤𝜅≤1

√[
E{j(S𝜅

j )} − 1
]2

+
[
E
{j(S𝜅)

}
− 0

]2
. (7)

In certain scenarios, patients/doctors may be apprehensive about undergoing more than a maximum expected number
of future tests, or having an expected time delay higher than certain months. For such purposes, the Euclidean distance
in (7) can be optimized under constraints on the expected number of tests or expected time delay (Figure 4). Doing so
alleviates two problems, namely, that the time delay and the number of tests have different units of measurement, and
that in (7) they are weighted equally.26

We considered shorter delays in detecting progression as the benefit of repeated tests. However, in the literature,
decision-theoretic measures such as quality-adjusted life-years/expectancy (QALY/QALE) gained27 have also been used
to quantify the benefit of testing. Optimizing (7) with QALE needs, setting the optimal point in a Euclidean space
with QALE as a dimension, and obtaining expected QALEs for different schedules. For estimating the expected QALE
in a personalized manner, a mathematical definition of QALE in terms of time delay j in detecting progression28 is
required.
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F I G U R E 4 Optimal current-visit time v specific risk threshold 𝜅∗(v) obtained using (7) for the patient shown in Figure 3. Ideal
schedule of tests: point (1,0) shown as a blue square. It plans exactly one invasive test at the true time of progression T∗

j of a patient. Hence,
the time delay in detecting progression is zero. Various personalized schedules based on a grid of thresholds 𝜅 ∈ [0, 1] are shown with black
circles. Higher thresholds lead to fewer tests, but also higher expected time delay. The personalized schedule based on 𝜅∗(v) = 9.5% threshold
(green triangle) has the least Euclidean distance (solid green line) to the ideal schedule. It is also possible to optimize the least distance under
a certain clinically acceptable limit on the time delay (dotted horizontal orange line)

4 APPLICATION OF PERSONALIZED SCHEDULES IN PROSTATE
CANCER SURVEILLANCE

We next demonstrate personalized schedules for scheduling biopsies in prostate cancer active surveillance. To this end, we
use results from a joint model fitted to the PRIAS dataset introduced in Section 1. The model definition (Supplementary
Material Section B) utilized a linear mixed submodel for biannually measured PSA (continuous: log-transformed from
ng/mL), and a logistic mixed submodel for biannually measured DRE (binary: tumor palpable or not). In the survival
submodel, fitted PSA value, fitted instantaneous PSA velocity (defined in Section 2.2), and log-odds of having a DRE
indicating a palpable tumor, were included as time-dependent predictors. The model parameters were estimated under
the Bayesian framework using the R package JMbayes,29 and are presented in Supplementary Material Section B. We
next briefly present the key results relevant for personalized scheduling.

First, the cause-specific cumulative-risk of cancer progression at the maximum study period of 10 years was 50%
(Supplementary Material Figure 1). This indicates that many patients may not require all of the yearly biopsies they are
usually prescribed. Since personalized schedules are risk-based, their overall performance is dependent on the predic-
tive accuracy and discrimination capacity of the fitted model. In this regard, the model had a moderate time-dependent
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve or AUC30 over the follow-up period (between 0.61 and 0.68). The
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(A)

(B)

(C)

F I G U R E 5 Personalized schedules for a demonstration prostate cancer patient. (A) Time of current visit: v = 5 years (black dashed
line). Time of last negative biopsy: t = 3.5 years (vertical green solid line). Longitudinal data: log2(PSA + 1) transformed PSA (observed: blue
dots, fitted: solid blue line), and binary DRE (observed: blue triangles, fitted probability: solid blue line). Cumulative-risk profile: dotted red
line (95% credible interval shaded). (B) Biopsy indicated with a “B”, and 𝜅 = 10% and 𝜅∗(v) are personalized biopsy schedules using a risk
threshold of 10%, and a visit time v specific automatically chosen threshold (7), respectively. PRIAS and Annual denote the PRIAS biopsy
schedule (Section 4.1) and annual biopsy schedule. (C,D) For all schedules we calculate the expected number of tests and expected time delay
in detecting progression if the patient progresses before year ten. Since a recommended minimum gap of 1 year is maintained between
biopsies, maximum possible number of tests are six. A delay in detecting progression of up to 3 years may not lead to adverse outcomes31

time-dependent mean absolute prediction error or MAPE30 was moderate to large (between 0.08 and 0.24) and decreased
rapidly after year one of the follow-up. Thus, personalized schedules based on this model may work better after year one
with more follow-up data. Details on AUC and MAPE are provided in Supplementary Material Section B.

4.1 Personalized biopsy schedules for a demonstration patient

We utilized the joint model fitted to the PRIAS dataset to schedule biopsies in a demonstration prostate cancer patient
shown in Figure 5. His last negative biopsy was t = 3.5 years, and the time of the current visit was v = 5 years. We
made biopsy decisions over his future visits for PSA measurement U = {u1 = 5,u2 = 5.5, … ,uL = 10} years using four
different schedules. Two of the fixed schedules are the annual biopsy schedule and the PRIAS schedule. The PRIAS
schedule has compulsory biopsies at years one, four, seven, and ten of follow-up, and additional annual biopsies if PSA
doubling-time2 is high. The remaining two schedules are personalized, namely, with a fixed threshold 𝜅 = 10% risk and
an automatically chosen current visit time v specific risk 𝜅∗(v). To obtain the schedule 𝜅∗(v), we created 200 risk-based
schedules with 200 different thresholds separated by a 0.5% gap between a 0 and 100% risk window. For each of these
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risk-based schedules we obtained the expected number of tests and expected delay in detecting progression using (4) and
(5). Subsequently, using (7) we found that 𝜅∗(v) = 5%. That is, the schedule that optimized the Euclidean distance to the
ideal schedule (blue rectangle in Figure 4) was a risk-based schedule that planned a biopsy whenever our demonstration
patient’s cumulative-risk of progression was more than 5% (see Figure 3 for planning illustration). Compared to the
PRIAS schedule, the 𝜅∗(v) based schedule leads to an expected 0.2 tests more while reducing the delay by 0.2 years. It is
interesting to note that the schedule is based on 10% threshold 𝜅 = 10% planned biopsies with a very large gap of 3.5 years
between the two biopsies, one at 6.5 years and another 10 years. This is due to the fact the cumulative-risk of progression
of the demonstration patient increases 3% yearly on average, up to 19% at the maximum study period of 10 years. Hence,
the patient progresses slowly. The delay should be interpreted in a clinical context as well. For example, in prostate cancer
active surveillance, a time delay in detecting progression up to 3 years may not lead to adverse downstream outcomes if the
time of progression is after year one of follow-up.31 Since the demonstration patient’s time of last negative biopsy t = 3.5 is
after year one of follow-up, it can be said that even the 𝜅 = 10% based schedule is safe. Besides we can see that risk-based
personalized approaches also plan fewer biopsies than the annual schedule (Figure 5B), offering a suitable alternative to
the annual schedule. Although, with the expected number of tests and expected time delay in detecting progression avail-
able for both personalized and fixed schedules, patients and their doctors can evaluate all schedules and make a shared
decision.

5 SIMULATION STUDY

Although we evaluated personalized schedules for a demonstration patient, we also intend to analyze and compare per-
sonalized and fixed schedules in a full cohort. Our criteria for comparison of schedules are the total number of invasive
tests planned (burden), and the actual time delay in detecting progression (shorter is beneficial) for each schedule. Due
to the periodical nature of schedules, the actual time delay in detecting progression cannot be observed in real-world
surveillance. Hence, instead, we compare personalized vs fixed schedules via an extensive simulated randomized clini-
cal trial in which each hypothetical patient undergoes each schedule. To keep our simulation study realistic, we employ
the prostate cancer active surveillance scenario. Specifically, our simulated population is generated using the joint model
fitted to the PRIAS cohort (Supplementary Material Section B).

5.1 Simulation setup

From the simulation population, we first sample 500 datasets, each representing a hypothetical prostate cancer surveil-
lance program with 1000 patients in it. We sample longitudinal DRE and PSA measurements biannually (PRIAS protocol)
for each of the 500 × 1000 patients and then generate a true cancer progression time for them. We split each dataset into
training (750 patients) and test (250 patients) parts, and generate a random and noninformative censoring time for the
training patients. All training and test patients also observe Type-I censoring at year ten of follow-up (current study period
of PRIAS). We next fit a joint model of the same specification as the model fitted to PRIAS (Supplementary Material
Section B), to each of the 500 training datasets and retrieve MCMC samples from the 500 sets of the posterior distribution
of the parameters. In each of the 500 hypothetical surveillance programs, we utilize the corresponding fitted joint mod-
els to obtain the cumulative-risk of progression in each of the 500 × 250 test patients. These cumulative-risk profiles are
further used to create personalized biopsy schedules for the test patients.

For each test patient, we conduct hypothetical biopsies using two fixed (PRIAS and annual schedule) and three
personalized biopsy schedules. Personalized schedules are based on, a fixed risk threshold 𝜅 = 10%, an optimal cur-
rent visit time v specific threshold 𝜅∗(v) chosen via (7), and an optimal threshold obtained under the constraint that
expected time delay in detecting progression is less than 0.75 years (9 months), denoted 𝜅∗{v|E() ≤ 0.75}. The choice
of 0.75 years delay constraint is arbitrary and is only used to illustrate that applying the constraint limits the aver-
age delay at 0.75 years. Successive personalized biopsy decisions are made only on the standard PSA follow-up visits,
utilizing clinical data accumulated only until the corresponding current visit time (2). We maintain a minimum rec-
ommended gap of 1 year between consecutive prostate biopsies2 as well. Biopsies are conducted until progression is
detected, or the maximum follow-up period at year ten (horizon) is reached. The actual time delay in detecting progres-
sion is equal to the difference in time at which progression is detected and the actual (simulated) time of progression
of a patient.
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(A)

(B)

F I G U R E 6 Number of biopsies and the time delay in detecting cancer progression for various biopsy schedules obtained via a
simulation study. Mean is indicated by the orange circle. Time delay (years) is calculated as (time of positive biopsy—the actual simulated
time of cancer progression). Biopsies are conducted until cancer progression is detected. (A) simulated patients who obtained cancer
progression in the 10 year study period (progressing). (B) Simulated patients who did not obtain cancer progression in the 10 year study
period (nonprogressing). Types of schedules: 𝜅 = 10% and 𝜅∗(v) schedule a biopsy if the cumulative-risk of cancer progression at the current
visit time v is more than 10%, and an automatically chosen threshold (7), respectively. Schedule 𝜅∗{v|E() ≤ 0.75} is similar to 𝜅∗(v) except
that the Euclidean distance in (7) is minimized under the constraint that expected delay in detecting progression is at most 9 months
(0.75 years). Annual corresponds to a schedule of yearly biopsies, and PRIAS corresponds to biopsies as per PRIAS protocol (Section 4)

5.2 Simulation results

In the simulation study, nearly 50% of the patients observed progression during 10 year study period (progressing) and
50% did not (nonprogressing). While we can calculate the total number of biopsies scheduled in all 500 × 250 test patients,
the actual time delay in detecting progression is available only for progressing patients. Hence, we show the simulation
results separately for progressing and nonprogressing patients (Figure 6).

Before discussing delay in detecting progression (Figure 6A), we note that mean delay up to 1.7 years in all patients,32

and up to 3 years in patients who progress after year one of follow-up,31 may not increase risks of adverse outcomes later.
In this regard, the annual biopsies guarantee a maximum delay of 1 year in all patients. However, they also schedule the
highest number of biopsies (Median 3, Inter-quartile range or IQR: 1-6). Much fewer biopsies are planned by the PRIAS
schedule (Median 2, IQR: 1-4), but it also has a higher time delay (Median 0.74, IQR: 0.38-1.00 years). The personal-
ized schedule based on optimal risk threshold 𝜅∗(v) schedules fewer biopsies than PRIAS and has a delay (Median 0.86,
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IQR: 0.46-1.26 years) slightly higher than PRIAS. The expected delay for risk threshold optimized with a constraint on
expected delay 𝜅∗{v|E(D) ≤ 0.75} is equal to 0.61 years, that is, the constraint works as expected.

The simulated nonprogressing patients (Figure 6B) gained the most with personalized schedules. The annual
schedule plans 10 (unnecessary) biopsies for each such patient, and the PRIAS schedule plans a median of
6 (IQR: 4-8) biopsies. In contrast, the personalized schedule based on optimized risk threshold 𝜅∗(v) plans fewer
biopsies consistently (Median 6, IQR: 6-7). The 10% threshold based schedule plans even fewer biopsies (Median 5,
IQR: 4-6).

6 DISCUSSION

In this article, we presented a methodology to create personalized schedules for burdensome diagnostic tests used to
detect disease progression in early-stage chronic noncommunicable disease surveillance. For this purpose, we utilized joint
models for time-to-event and longitudinal data. Our approach first combines a patient’s clinical data (eg, longitudinal
biomarkers) and previous invasive test results to estimate patient-specific cumulative-risk of disease progression over
their current and future follow-up visits. We then plan future invasive tests whenever this cumulative-risk of progression
is predicted to be above a certain threshold. We select the risk threshold automatically in a personalized manner, by
optimizing a utility function of the patient-specific consequences of choosing a particular risk threshold based schedule.
These consequences are, namely, the number of invasive tests (burden) planned in a schedule, and the expected time delay
in detection of progression (shorter is beneficial) if the patient progresses. Last, we calculate this expected time delay in
a personalized manner for both personalized and fixed schedules to assist patients/doctors in making a more informed
and shared decision of choosing a test schedule.

Using joint models gives us certain advantages. First, since joint models employ random-effects, the corresponding
risk-based schedules are inherently personalized. Second, to predict this patient-specific cumulative-risk of progression,
joint models utilize all observed longitudinal measurements of a patient. Also, the continuous longitudinal outcomes
are not discretized, which is commonly a case in Markov Decision Process and flowchart-based test schedules. Third,
personalized schedules update automatically with more patient data over follow-up. Fourth, we calculated the expected
number of tests (burden) and expected time delay in detecting progression (shorter is beneficial) in a patient-specific
manner. Using our methodology, these can be calculated for both personalized and fixed schedules. Thus, patients/doctors
can compare risk-based and fixed schedules and make a shared decision of a test schedule according to their preferences
for the expected burden-benefit ratio. While based on these arguments we propose the use of joint models for predicting
risks, the methodology in Section 3 can be used with any other model that provides risk estimates for progression. Last,
although this work concerns invasive test schedules in disease surveillance, the methodology is generic for use under a
screening setting as well.

Personalized schedules that we proposed require a risk threshold. We optimized the threshold choice using a generic
utility function based on the expected number of biopsies and time delay in detecting progression. We used only these
two measures because they are easy to interpret but simultaneously critical for deciding the timing of invasive tests.
Also, the time delay in detecting progression is an easily-quantifiable surrogate for the window of opportunity for
curative treatment and additional benefits of observing progression early. Practitioners may extend/modify our utility
function by adding to/replacing time delay with commonly used decision-theoretic measures such as quality-adjusted
life-years/expectancy (QALY/QALE). While a key aspect of our schedules is that they automatically update over time,
this also means that the testing decisions beyond the current visit times are less meaningful without the most updated
information collected in future clinical visits. On the other hand, generating a complete planned schedule allows patients
to have a more informed idea of their disease situation, and what awaits them. Specifically, knowing a future sched-
ule and the consequences (expected time delay in detecting progression and expected number of tests) of following the
future schedule can also assist both doctors and patients make better shared decisions of tests. Specifically, if the subject
finds a proposed personalized schedule burdensome or too lax, they can also compare it with the existing schedules in
a quantitative manner. In addition, from a healthcare/medical center perspective, projected schedules for patients are
informative for better healthcare resource planning and demand redistribution. This issue has especially been of practical
relevance in the current COVID-19 pandemic. Such advantages are not available in methodologies that make a single test
decision.

We evaluated personalized schedules in a full cohort via a realistic simulation of a randomized clinical trial for
prostate cancer surveillance patients. We observed that personalized schedules reduced many unnecessary biopsies for
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nonprogressing patients compared to the widely used annual schedule. This happened at the cost of simultaneously
having a slightly longer time delay in detecting progression. Although, this delay should still be safe because it was
almost equal to the delay of the world’s largest prostate cancer active surveillance program PRIAS’s schedule. The simu-
lation study results are by no means the performance-limit of the personalized schedules. On the contrary, our approach
will become more personalized as the predictive ability of the marker(s) improves. Thus models with higher predictive
accuracy and discrimination capacity than the PRIAS based demonstration model may lead to an even better balance
between the number of tests and the time delay in detecting progression. As for the practical usability of the PRIAS
based model in prostate cancer surveillance, the model needs external validation and improvements in its predictive
performance. Despite that, we expect this model’s overall impact to be positive. There are two reasons for this. First,
the risk of adverse outcomes because of personalized schedules is quite low because of the low rate of metastases and
prostate cancer specific mortality in prostate cancer patients.2 Second, studies31,32 have suggested that after the con-
firmatory biopsy at year one of follow-up, biopsies may be done as infrequently as every 2 to 3 years, with limited
adverse consequences. In other words, longer delays in detecting progression may be acceptable after the first negative
biopsy.

There are certain limitations to this work. First, in practice, most cohorts have a limited study period. Hence, the
cumulative-risk profiles of patients and resulting personalized schedules can only be created up to the maximum study
period. For this problem, the risk prediction model should be updated with more follow-up data over time. The pro-
posed joint model assumed all events other than progression to be noninformative censoring, and consequently the
cumulative-risk of progression is over-estimated. Better estimates may be obtained by using models that account for
competing risks. The detection of progression is susceptible to inter-observer variation, for example, pathologists may
grade the same biopsy differently. Progression is sometimes obscured due to sampling error, for example, biopsy results
vary based on location and number of biopsy cores. Although models that account for inter-observer variation33 and
sampling error34 will provide better risk estimates, the methodology for obtained personalized schedules can remain
the same.
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